Since 1986

BLEACHING
Bespoke and high-performance
installations for preparation and
bleaching

TVE-ESCALE engineering

TRADITION

COMMITTED TO THE ENVIRONMENT

TVE-ESCALE is the result of the merger
between TEXTILE VACUUM EXTRACTOR CO.
(USA) and SISTEMES INDUSTRIALS ESCALE,
S.A. (SPAIN), two leading companies that
combined synergies with the aim of developing
a new generation of machinery.

TVE-ESCALE manufactures machinery for
the textile finishing industry with an emphasis
on quality, in particular washing, bleaching
and dyeing, and developing our own bespoke
systems to optimise processes.

With over 30 years’ experience, continued
improvement of its products and a history of
outstanding customer service and reliability,
TVE-ESCALE is now present in 5 continents.

Since its incorporation, TVE-ESCALE has
been committed to monitoring and mitigating
its’ environmental impact and with our close
cooperation with universities and chemical
companies we strive to find ways to further
reduce our water consumption, chemical and
energy usage.

GIVING SOLUTIONS
TVE-ESCALE is committed to its customers. As
a result we always offer the best solution for our
clients.
TVE-ESCALE machinery is recognised for
its quality, reliability, robustness and low
maintenance costs.
TVE-ESCALE engineering, a subsidiary of TVEESCALE, responds to unique problems and
offers a variety of bespoke solutions in areas
such as production processes or quality.
With TVE-ESCALE, you have a reliable,
professional and experienced partner not only
for the present needs of your business but one
that will help you grow in the future.

Our goal is to contribute to a more sustainable
world in collaboration with our customers,
employees and society as a whole.

LEADER
TVE-ESCALE has positioned itself as a world
leader in vacuum technology and submerged
suction.
We have achieved this through our advanced
technologies and innovative thinking with
respect to the processes of washing, bleaching
and dyeing. As a result we have become a
benchmark in the global textile industry.

Preparation and bleaching lines

As a leader company in the preparation
processes, TVE-ESCALE collaborates with
textiles manufacturers around the world.
As a result of the close collaborations with
customers over the years, TVE-ESCALE
has developed an advanced technology
for preparation and bleaching processing,
adapting its extensive knowledge in vacuum
and submerged suction technology.
By combining TVE-ESCALE washing units,
COMBI® steamer and VAC-BOOSTER®
impregnation unit, TVE-ESCALE has achieved
the best results in this process, uniform
impregnation, maximum flexibility as well
as water savings and energy consumption
reduction.

TVE-ESCALE offers the market complete
lines for:
• Continuous desizing, scouring and bleaching
range
• Continuous washing and bleaching range
(after a pad-batch desizing process)
All TVE-ESCALE lines guarantee:
• High performance
• High quality finish
• High wash effect
• Minimum water consumption
• Maximum energy efficiency
• Increased robustness and easy maintenance
• Fully automated
To ensure the best results, TVE-ESCALE only
works with the most reputable global suppliers.

VAC-BOOSTER
Impregnation unit which uses vacuum and submerged
suction technology for better penetration of the bath
through the fabric fibers

The VAC-BOOSTER unit has
revolutionized the process by passing
the bath through the fabric, rather
than passing the fabric through the
liquid.
This is how it is done:
1. Before introducing the fabric into
the VAC-BOOSTER, the humidity
is first extracted through a vacuum
slot. This reduces the humidity
to the lowest possible level. In
addition this process eliminates all
contaminants and micro bubbles of
air before impregnation.
2. Once inside the VAC-BOOSTER,
the fabric is impregnated with the
bleaching bath. Simultaneously a
tremendous flow is forced through
the fabric by the submerged
suction tubes. The great liquid flow
will allow to guarantee an excellent
penetration according to the level
of hyrophility of each type of fabric.
In this way, a high concentration of
caustic soda (NaOH) and peroxide
(H2O2) is absorbed by the fabric.
3. Low pressure padder will keep the
fabric with the right percentage
of moisture for a good bleaching
process. The through homogeneous
penetration obtained by the
submerged suction tubes reduces
the amount of moisture exiting the
VAC-BOOSTER. Consequently, the
problems of aquaplaning within
the steamer are eliminated and
a homogenous impregnation is
achieved.

Steamers TVE-ESCALE

Desizing steamer

TVE-ESCALE bleaching steamers utilize
the utmost technology for tension and
feeding control of the fabric.
Steamers feature modular design and
every system has a traction system and
tension detecting device.
Activation is obtained utilizing AC
motors which are controlled through the
load cells.
Large diameter rollers in the fabric
feeding zone feature sufficient spacing
to guarantee that the fabric passes
through without folding or creasing
in the accumulation area. The fabric
is transported via conveyor belt to
eliminate risk of fold marks.

In-line steamer

Vaporizing is accomplished by heating
the water in a container at the bottom of
the vaporizer. To prevent condensation,
the container roof is also heated.
TVE-ESCALE’s vaporizers are designed
for working with non-accumulating
fabric and mixed fibers, thereby
feeding more accumulation. The
change from feeding accumulating
fabric to non-accumulating fabric is
done automatically. This means there’s
no need to stop the belt to change
directions.
The TVE-ESCALE vaporizers, using
advanced technology guarantee perfect
fabric care, improving product quality at
the end of the treatment, considerably
reducing costs, while at the same time
increasing productivity.

Over-line steamer

Example of Bleaching Installations
Dicontinuous line, cold pad-batch and washing
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